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TRAINING UPDATES:
GENERAL:

GET OUT AND
VOTE!
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As Mid-Term elections loom, bump your family and friends to vote. A confirmation message
needs to be sent to the liberals of our country that conservatives are still unified and still have
a voice.
The migrant caravan of people are propped up invaders. You do not force you way into our
country waiving the flag of the one you are leaving. I hope the military has ball ammo in
their mags. If they throw a rock, send a bullet back.
Please do, Mr. President. Cut the aid from their countries of origin.
I have no kind words for the liberals of our country. They are a vile, evil rudderless ship that
needs to sink. Further, the media should stop giving athletes and actors the microphone. I for
one do not wish to hear from them.
Crush them. Vote….
CLASSES
I just finished another Tac Pistol/Rifle Instructor course.
While I enjoy teaching them, I have grown tired of the individuals who do not prepare. Then
they do not prepare in the course and deliver poor demos. Next, some feel it is their right to
stay and attend the student class. Finally, there are personality conflicts on the team and in
the barracks that merit peer evaluations.
In the future, I will likely only let instructor students who deliver good demos work with the
two-day class. The others can stand back, monitor and stay out of the way for two days.
You earn the right to work with my students.
This would keep me from having to kick ass in all directions during the instructor course. I
have more days behind me than ahead and I would rather surround myself with like minded
people who have a similar work ethic.
Also, I have also grown tired of getting the “O, we can shoot, we are instructors,” only to
have them struggle in the course.
I will be putting together a short “contract” for future instructor students so the understand
their role in the course and what happens should they fail to perform.
LE CORNER
The four-day Patrol Counter Ambush Instructor course is on the books for 2-5 April. I
have found that most attendees return to teach their officers, so we made it an instructor level
course.
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EQUIPMENT ISSUE

I have an older 1 x 6 Vortex Strike Eagle that I mounted on my Rem 6.5 brush gun. I did a
standing shot on a big boar at about 75 yards and did not immediate anchor him. I went back
and checked my zero. I was probably running it on 3X and the round did not hit my 100 point
of aim.
Doing a test at 100 with 6X and 1X, I found the offset of the round to be significant. I will
have to run the rifle on 6X to keep my zero and cannot run it in between due to the offset of
impact.
RANGES
Between classes, I worked with a Forester and good logging crew to thin the pine trees. They
were starting to choke each other out and the bulk of the trees went to pulpwood. I was able
to open up one range next to the PD and I will wait until they leave the site and figure out
how to improve it.
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This will give me winter projects and therapy trimming and spraying the underbrush. It
looks good. The animals are a bit shaken, but still have plenty of room to operate and bed.

IN CLOSING
This election is as crucial as the last. The liberal forces of darkness and ignorance continue to
try and destroy our country. They are breeding fast and now try and bring instant citizenship
to anyone who will vote for them. Keep up the good fight and vote.
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Thanks and we look forward to seeing you on the range.
Paul R. Howe

